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Here you can find the menu of Saklı Vadi Maşukiye, Kartepe in Kartepe. At the moment, there are 18 menus and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Saklı Vadi

Maşukiye, Kartepe:
We had breakfast here it was nice the only thing which is deferent than other places is that they don’t have bread
same as the other ex: SAJ or anything similar. Tbh I don’t know what the extant name of the bread but I believe
you will understand what I mean. The food was good, shakshuka taste very nice -egg with tomato-, and the side
food like honey with cheese Labana tahini and cheese plater. I loved the view where... read more. The restaurant
and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, and there

is no-charge WLAN. If the weather are right, you can also have something to eat outside. What Mohammad
Mostafa S doesn't like about Saklı Vadi Maşukiye, Kartepe:

The best thing about the restaurant is the location, a beautiful view of Sapanca and the lake from the top, the
presence of games and swings, but the menu is modest, the quality of food is very ordinary and the service is

poor read more. At Saklı Vadi Maşukiye, Kartepe in Kartepe, there's a diverse brunch in the morning where you
can eat as much as you want feast, The restaurant offers its customers the opportunity to try authentic Turkish

dishes like Lahmacun and various Kebabs. But make sure to leave some room for dessert!. Of course, we must
not forget the extensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this locale.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Soup�
ZEAMA

Mea� dishe�
SUYA

Mai� Cours�
KAVURMA

Haussp�ialitäte�
PEKA

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Ad� o� EXTRAS
SUJUK

4 �s� 4 Way�
BASA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

HONEY

CHEESE

MEAT
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